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BUGGISCH of 0KH/HNV//Gen d. NA, held at 6824 DIO.OBEH?K>^

and b) BUGGISCH'S answers, supplied in interrogation to Major

W.P. Bundy,AUS,
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a +hnt the following question t>e

A. On July 27, 1945. Tioom requested that the

put to Buggisoh:

in Md *.— sy^ on «M yoa -.cod, ana

breaking methods used.

> , mm keys were broken monthly at OKW/Chi or

2. Can you state how many M-209 »m
-

WW
Uod whioh appeared in

elsewhere?Glve units and personalities, » reo x ,

the decodes,

3. What was the extent of liaison ^^ ^
whioh you worked? On what systems did liaison exist;

* j.4 an * wnrk of WAFRUEF 7, including

4. Describe more fully the organisation and work ot Wi^«

strength,

5. Can you give further details of the K37?
.

6*. What success did they have on Swedish Hagelin?

B. The following replies have been obtained from Buggisch.

1.

R

ussian Systems

In 1943 B heard that the Forschungsamt (no in^
vid^,n

^d ret
had claimed some success on a Russian teletype machxne and had re

created the action of the machine. It was a machine with a very long

cvcte bein* not prime but the product of several smaller cycles-like the

Tm. B didVt know the cycle of all of the individual wheels or any

other details. He heard this from DOERING,who was hen

on the US 2 but liaison with the PA was bad anyway(Major Mebtig was

parScufariy opposed to the SS taint) and the next he heard was that the

traffic found by the FA had stopped. B. remembered only that the cycle

of one wheel was 37; the others, he thought, varied widely from 30-80.

Late in 1943 and increasingly in 19AA OKH itself began to intercept

non-Morse, 5-impulse traffic(oalled "Hughes" by B.) The Mathematics Referat

went to work on it ,with TROEBLICHER playing a leading part. At the end

of 1943 the Russians created a " kompromis s
" , giving a depth of about 8

messages with the some setting. With this they were able to recover 1400

letters of pure key and ot the same time to ascertain that the traffic

being passed was the 5-figure code, withregular station chat enciphered at

the same time on the maohine(Suggests 8 machine in constant motion as

described by Karrenberg) .Part of the depth was created within the same

long message, so that the machine had n cycle, at least in this one case

of about 1450 letters. The actual number was thought to be very signif-

icant by the Germans, ns it was prime and so could not be the product of

smaller cycles in any way that they could imagine. This differentiated

it from the maohine which the FA had broken. The Germans postulated either

a single tape maohine like the T43 or a maohine in whioh the motions of the

wheels influenced each other, 1 and 2 affecting 3, 3 affecting 5, etc as

in the T52. They were never able to prove one theory or the other. (B,

apologised for this .Said they did not have enough mathematicians to

tackle the fascinating problem of determining what the motion must be to
create this cycle. Seemed quite convinced that there would be a unique

solution to the problem.) After this experience they devised Hollerith
machinery to locate depths, but in fact they only found three or four more
oases and none of thes gave additional cycle evidence or even furnished
as muoh pure key as the first one. B. left the section in June 1944. He
thinks the traffic slumped off in the summer of 1944, and LNA took steps
to try to imnrove the reception, as they believed the traffic was still
there. TROEBLICHER was detailed to this end of the work at this time.

B. stressed one fact whioh had surprised him, that they had never had
information about either of these machines (he assumed that the one the FA
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nf the difference on cycles.) from PW or

broke was not the some because of the diner

agent sources.

B. said in passing that their f^^^J^JtJttf^^^
wheel machines of this sorr was that the cycle s ^ influenoe

of smaller periods(as in Hagelxn) even it &OM w
^ time care must

of wheels should be used to avoid this but at the sot
Thi£

be taken that too short a period was not created
that it was

in fact had apparently been done by the^^^^ weakness and

not repeated suggested to him that they migi^

corrected it.

On other Russia, systems B. ™ ™^
e£ ^^Xytn^ku

stated before. His own immediate work ^ad been in the liei y

He knew that the breaking had been so important m 1942 that the best

man on it, PIETSCH, had been sent to Heeresgruppe Sued to be in on th

e

operational breaking there. At this time they had only had depths of
^

but were still able to solve almost all the traffic on the use of place

names and set phrasee giving very common code groups. This success

continued up the fall of 1942, after which time the use of Biocknote becair

increasingly prevalent, and breaking slumped accordingly.

B. also had heard from von DENFFER that the latter had had great

success in the Northern front on NKWD in the winter of 1942-3 . No

details known.

B. mentioned the following personalities in the Russian field.

Uf-Pz. RADEMACHER, Wm. SAMSANOV. KRAUT. These men were all Russian

speakers(the best of the "KAUPLEUTE" of whom B, speaks in general with

disgUst.)

2.M209

B. stated that the operational breaking of 209 was done by the KDRE

and he was quite unable to give details. Neither OKW nor OKH worked on it

operationally as far as he knew.

3. liaison with the Japanese

Use of the "Verbindung" led B. promptly into along discussion of
Jap systems in particular and diplomatic systems in general, but when we
finally pinned him down to crypt relations he said he did not know about
OKW—but had never heard of any~- and as for OKH he was sure that there
had never been any Japs around in the flesh or any liaison he knew of.

The previous discussion of systems got onto some interesting ground.
B. thinks Steinberg(of 209 fame) solved some Jap machine traffic which
was difficult but not so hard as Enigma.B. thinks it was traffic of the
Jap Military Attache. HUETTENHAIN told B. that the Ja-na wfirP i^incr v.»

in tneir rrainc to 1UK.1U—or so B. remembers. Later he said Enigma wei
used almost 10C# on all diplomatic links at the end of the war, and we
cheoked him b*ck md asked if he did not mean that the Germans used Eni^
to TOKYO, not the Japs. He said he thought it was both, again from hearsav
HUETTENHAIN had a*', told B that the diplomatic traffic wis Enigma w^th

^
some element of the key,Steoker he thought, changed from message to message

no i:„S!
0

l
Vfe

^l
the USe of a "G " machine, like the Enigma, but vdthno stecker, and with several notches on the wheels, This was used by toe

af^l^ln^ AttaCheS
- H™HAIN ^d thought it nol so

latter.
Enigma, and eventually it had been replaced by the
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4. Wapruef _? .

•
4-v, fhia outfit far longer tne

B. stressed that LIEBKNECHT had been with
J^

s 0
however, does

he and would really know the score on it, P

credit to his memory for names end section names.

There were seven Gruppen.

Grilppe l--VerwaitUnSSsachen~.-,elatio*S
with Why in g-eral. Headed

by a Min Rat whose name he could not recall.

Gruppe II-Drahtverbindung-headed by Major Dressier

Gruppe III--Development of cipher^ces, gamblers and all r

of this sort. Headed by Oberstlt PAECHTER. ^eD
*?} picture of a

in this, could not estimate its total strength. (L. gives a pic

very small outfit, with only two or three men on each job, ao that .

was never able to do original work and m fact had to spend a larg

of his time simply visiting labs.) This GruVVe ^s sVl^V at the end

»nd part moved to Planken which was 30 km from Staats, where B. was* bo

that there was more contact, but not closely so.

Gruppe IV- Development of counter measures to enemy security devices

as in III.Headed by Oberstlt WEIDEMANN, with Major Zschecker as his

deputy Major Z. was head of Ref A, which had to so with building problems.

Ditto Ref. B. Ref. C was the Baudot section, headed by OberBau Rat

Kei-khoff . Sonderfueher BRITSCHNEIDE?. also prominent in seotion. lhere

were about 5-6 engineers, 7-8 other men, and 60 odd Nachnchtenhelf

innen in the seotion.The bulk of the work was on Russian Baudot. American

traffic could be intercepted. (B, got off onto this, said it was never

broken at OKH.Ten letter indicators were used, and he remembered no

further details.They had too few men to do the job.) . „ . . .Ref . D. had to

do with Peilgeraeten, with DP maps and reports, and also with photo-

graphic work. (Just how these two mingled was not clear either to B. or

to interrogators.)...And Ref E was B's own seotion on speech scrambling

with 8 people under Dr. Lotze.(From the tenor of his references we inferred

-that this was e typical size for a referat on one field. The KEIRKHOFF

refe rat was definitely outsize in the organization.)

Gruppe V—Pestungsfunk problems. No details known.

Gruppe VI—had been abolished,B. believes.

Gruppevil—Ferns teuerung. Headed by a Min Rat whose name oould not be

recalled. 15 or so of this group oame out to Staats at the end of the
war, but B. did not know what the total strength of the outfit had been.

5. K37

This was an electrical machine, almost exactly similar to the French
B 211 but without the "Ueberschluesseler" (added E. wheel at one oint)
of the B211. It was considerably less secure than the B211 and e theoretical
solution was worked out which did not need much text. B. had forgotten
the details on this. The K37 had been captured, but never really used by
the Russians.

6.Swedish Ha^elin

^ .
B.'s only knowledge came from a talk with HUETTENHAIN . H. told him

f}
e sumner of «3 * civilian mathematician in OKW. had solved a5000 letter message on the Swedish machine by statistical methods. This

th
S

e TollfLI cont? °^
V 'hiCh hG haVVer heard ' His Election -as that

dtmb-£eyin* LlZt^t
n° overlaPs -(The task of explaining overlap to thedumb playing interrogators was almost too much for him until he thought of


